We study a one-parameter family ( = 1, 2, 3, . . .) of configurations that are square-ice analogues of plane partitions. Using an algorithm due to Bratley and McKay, we carry out exact enumerations in order to study their asymptotic behaviour and establish, via Monte Carlo simulations as well as explicit bounds, that the asymptotic behaviour is similar to that of plane partitions. We finally carry out a series analysis and provide independent estimates for the asymptotic behaviour.
Introduction
A seller of oranges arranges his oranges in the following fashion. The top layer has a row of (= 1, 2, 3, . . .) oranges, the second layer has oranges forming a 2 × ( + 1) rectangle and in the k-th layer, the oranges form a k × (k + − 1) rectangle (see Figure 1) . We call the parameter the width of a configuration. Assuming that there are infinitely many layers, in how many ways can one remove n oranges without upsetting any other oranges? Denote this by number by a (n). We study properties of the sequences a (n) in the paper. In an alternative definition of the same problem in terms of height functions (as given in section 2), one observes that the local conditions on the height function are the same as those for plane and pyramid partitions. Propp in a post in the domino forum [1] in August 2014 asked whether one can find explicit formulae for the generating functions as is known in the case of plane and pyramid partitions [2, 3, 4] . The reformulation in terms of stacking oranges is due to R. Kenyon and the variant involving the number of oranges is due to Young [1] .
In this paper, we address this issue by explicitly generating numbers for width a (n) for = 1, 2, . . . , 6 by adapting an algorithm due to Bratley-McKay [5] . We have been unable to find an explicit formula for the generating function. In the absence of a formula for the generating function, we address the following two questions in this paper.
The organisation of the the paper is as follows. After the introductory section where we state the problem at hand, in section 2, we give a formal definition of the problem and study the properties of a (n) for fixed n. We obtain an interesting conjecture for ≥ n/2 . In section 3, we first set upper and lower bounds on a (n) and numerically estimate the asymptotic behaviour using transition matrix Monte Carlo simulations for ∈ [1, 6] . In section 4, we analyse the series of numbers obtained from exact enumeration to independently estimate the asymptotic behaviour as well as extrapolate the sequence of coefficients in order to obtain the next ten coefficients for a 1 (n). We conclude with a few remarks in section 5. Appendix A tabulates the results of our exact enumerations. In appendix B, we introduce a sub-class of plane partitions that appears naturally in this work and set bounds on the asymptotic behaviour of these restricted plane partitions.
Definitions and exact results
Definition: Let v = (x, y) ∈ Z 2 and for fixed = 1, 2, 3, . . ., following [1] define almost everywhere (i.e., at all but finitely many places), is greater than or equal to h ( ) 0 everywhere, and satisfies the condition that if u and v are adjacent locations in Z 2 , |h(u) − h(v)| = 1. The last condition is called the ice rule. Definition: Define the volume of the height function as follows:
Definition: Let a (n) denote the number of height functions with volume n for an initial configuration of width .
The reduced height function
Definition: Define the reduced height function (on Z 2 ) as follows:
where r(x, y) is a non-negative integer. Call the set of points (x, −x) (for 0 ≤ x < ) where the topmost oranges lie, the central crease. The northern crease is the set of points (0, y) with y > 0 and the western crease is the set of points (x, 0) with x < 0. The eastern crease refers to the points (x + − 1, − 1) for x > 0 and the southern crease to the set of points ( − 1, 1 − + y) for y < 0. These points located on the creases are indicated in red numbers in the reference configurations shown in Figure 2 .
Proposition 2.1. The reduced height function is a weakly decreasing function as one moves away from the creases. Further, for unit steps along the N/S/E/W directions, it can change by at most one.
Proof. Since the creases split configurations into four parts, we shall pick one part, say the NE part, and prove this property. In the NE part, going away from the crease corresponds to increasing the x or y coordinate by one. Consider a pair of neighbouring points, u = (x, y) and v = (x + 1, y). Since h
Since |h(v) − h(u)| = 1, we see that (r(v) − r(u)) is either 0 or −1. A similar proof shows that this is true for all other cases as well.
Thus, given a configuration with volume n, it can be broken up into 2 plane partitions and 2 skew plane partitions with volumes (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) where 4 j=1 n j = n. These plane partitions are not the most general ones as the height condition is stronger than the weakly decreasing condition imposed for plane partitions (see Appendix B). We illustrate this split in Figure 3 for a random configuration with = 6 and volume= 120.
Exact enumeration
One would like to ask if there is a simple formula for a (n) or for its generating function. The first few numbers for width ≤ 5 were computed by Ben Figure 3 : A random configuration of reduced height function for = 6 and volume 120. It is split into two PP's and two skew PP's.
Young and posted in the domino forum [1] . We adapted an algorithm due to Bratley and McKay to directly enumerate a (n). Our initial numbers agree with Young's enumeration. Table 3 in Appendix A provides the the results of our exact enumeration of a (n) for widths = 1 to = 6.
The = 1 counting
There is a natural action of the dihedral group, D 8 , that is generated by a rotation by
and a reflection (x, y) → (−x, y) in the xy=plane. Below we indicate all possible configurations with fixed volume n = 4 up to an overall action of D 8 . Every point in Z 2 is represented by a square whose entry is the reduced height at the point. The red square is the origin with the horizontal line the x-axis and the vertical line the y-axis. 
n denote the generating function of the series a (n), for fixed . For = 1, one has 
Studying a (n) for fixed values of n
Given that there is no known analytical formula for the generating function, we next study the situation when n, the number of removed oranges, is kept fixed and study the properties as a function of . Using exact data, we find that the following formulae appear to hold for ≥ n/2 . We set a (0) ≡ 1 = 0 . Using code which, for fixed , generates the first few numbers in a (n), enables us to conjecture the following using fits to the data: For n = 2, 3, 4, the formulae have been proved [6] . The counting is fairly elaborate and does not reflect the simplicity of the above formulae. It hints at the existence of a statistic that refines a (n) but we have been unable to find one. The naïve guess that it counts the number of layers affected by a given configuration does not work. For 5 ≤ n ≤ 9, the above formulae have been checked to be consistent with exact numbers given in Table 2 for ≤ 20. Observing their pattern, we conjecture that the following statement holds.
Conjecture 2.2. For fixed n and ≥ n/2 , a (n) is a polynomial of degree n in such that
where
The first nine values of n enables us to determine some of the polynomials to be as follows:
with x = 0 for x < 0.
Asymptotics of a (n)
As we have seen, it appears that we cannot come up with a simple formula for the generating function for a (n). With this in mind, we study their behaviour at large n, keeping the width fixed. We first establish that for n 1/3 and n → ∞ that n −2/3 log a (n) is bounded. The proof follows a method similar to the one used to bound higher dimensional partitions [7] . We then use Monte Carlo simulations to study the asymptotic behaviour more precisely.
3.1 Bounds on a (n) for fixed Proposition 3.1. For n ≥ 2, the inequality, a (n) > a (n − 1), holds.
Proof. Pick a configuration, λ, with volume n and let x > 0 be the largest value of y such that r(y + − 1, − 1) = 1. If by setting r(x + − 1, − 1) = 0, we obtain a valid configuration with volume (n − 1), we say that λ has a removable 1-part located at (x, 0). If λ has a removable 1-part, then setting r(x + − 1, − 1) = 0 corresponds to removing the 1-part. For example, for = 1, 1 1 1 1 has a removable 1-part at (2, 0) while 1 1 1 1 has no removable 1-part. For n > 1, adding a 1-part to every configuration with volume (n − 1) generates all configurations with volume n with a removable 1-part. Thus, one has
Remarks: Given a configuration of volume (n − 1), it is always possible to add a removable one-part to create a unique configuration of volume n that has a removable one-part. For every n > 1, there exists at least one configuration without a removable one-part. Consider a configuration with r(x+ − We express m in terms of n by inverting the above expression to obtain
Similarly, we can see that n 0 = (3n) 2/3 + (3n) 1/3 + O(1). Since these 2 n 0 configurations do not exhaust all possible configurations, one has
Since a (n + 1) > a (n ) for n > 1 from Proposition 3.1, we obtain
We thus get the following lower bound
with c L = 3 2/3 log 2 ≈ 1.4418. Proposition 3.3. As n → ∞ and n 1/3 , one has log a (n) < c U n 2/3 where c U = 3ζ (3) 1/3 ≈ 3.1898.
Proof. Let p 2 (n) denote the number of plane partitions of n andp ( ) 2 (n) denote the number of skew plane partitions of shape λ/µ , where µ is the Ferrers diagram for partition ( , − 1, ..., 1) and λ the Ferrers diagram of a partition containing µ . We obtain the following upper-bound for n 1.
where in the second line, we have replaced the counting of skew plane partitions to plane partitions by filling in µ with the largest possible value which can be estimated to be (3n) 1/3 . Since n 1/3 , we assume that it is O(1). Since p 2 (n) is a monotonically increasing function of n, it follows that among all partitions of n into four parts, the largest term in the above product occurs when all n i are equal. Thus one has 2 n 1/3 n j for j = 3, 4. Using this, we obtain
where p(x|4 parts) = O(x 3 ) is the number of partitions of x into four parts. Taking logarithms and discarding terms that grow as log n that arise from p(n|4 parts), we obtain log a (n) < 4 log p 2
on using log p 2 (n) ∼ (2ζ(3)) 1/3 n 2/3 , see [9] .
Combining our lower and upper bounds, we obtain the following bounds:
This suggests that n −2/3 log a (n) → constant as n → ∞.
A heuristic proof of -independence is as follows. Since n 1/3 , arguments similar to those that lead to the lower bound show that a generic random configuration will be a rectangle of side (3n) 1/3 (3n)
). This suggests that the -dependence is suppressed by at least a power of n 1/3 . We shall provide evidence for this using Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the constant for = 1, . . . , 6.
Studying asymptotics using Monte Carlo simulations
Let λ denote a particular height function (or equivalently a stack of oranges) with volume n. We indicate this by λ n. Let n + (λ) (n − (λ)) denote the number of oranges that can be removed (resp. added) to obtain a valid height function with volume (n + 1) (resp. (n − 1)). Define N ± (n) as follows:
and
where the sums run over all height functions with volume n. For n > 1, one has the identity
Given N + (n) and N − (n), one can determine a (n) by recursively using the formula and using a (0) = 1. That is,
or for n > n 0 (where a (n 0 ) has been exactly enumerated)
The transition matrix Monte Carlo simulation we use estimates averages for N ± (n) for n ∈ [1, 4100] for = 1, . . . , 6. We assume that log a (n) takes the following asymptotic form:
Using this form, one can show that
For our Monte Carlo fits, we use a variant of the above formula log a (n)
where we have added some sub-leading terms (suppressed by 1/n) without changing the number of parameters. This formula is suited to our Monte Carlo simulation as it relates the quantities computed in the simulation to the parameters that , against n. The merger of four data sets is also clearly visible. All statistical errors show similar behaviour. appear in the asymptotic form for a (n). The parameter c 2 has to be determined separately as it drops out of the above formula.
The Monte Carlo simulation is a randomisation of the Bratley-McKay algortihm. We adapted the Transition Matrix Monte Carlo method described in [12] to study solid partitions restricted to be in a box and to estimate the asymptotics of solid partitions in [11] . As in those papers, we use a fictitious temperature to get a wider coverage for values of n ∈ [1, N max ]. The averages for estimating N ± (n) are carried out at infinite temperature. We carried out several runs with different values of N max = 1200, 2200, 4200, 10200. For each value of N max , we carried out runs with distinct seeds for the random number generator in order to get an estimate of the statistical error in N ± (n). The numbers from all runs were then combined into a single data set with statistical errors. For n ∈ [1, 30] , the values of N ± (n) were compared with exact values (again computed using the Bratley-McKay algorithm [6] ) to see if the statistical errors that we obtained were consistent with actual ones. The exact numbers also enabled us to establish that longer runs lead to lower statistical errors. As a proof of concept, we also verified that a similar randomisation of the Bratley-McKay code for ordinary partitions worked. The runs with N max = 10200 were not used in any of our fits as their errors were too large and were only used to verify that our fits do reproduce the asymptotic behaviour correctly.
Summary of Monte Carlo results
We carried out three sets of fits using estimates for N ± (n) for values of n in the range [ 3 + 10, 4100]. The data for n > 4100 has larger errors and hence is only used to see if the trends of the fits are consistent. 
Comparing with the first asymptotic formula, we see that A = e c 2 , µ = e c 0 , g = c 1 and c 3 = 0. For the third fit we also added the term ε n −4/3 term, giving We see that forcing c 3 = 0 makes the value of c 0 almost independent of providing evidence to our conjecture that c 0 is -independent. We assign it the -independent value c 0 = 2.344 ± 0.001 or µ = 10.42 ± 0.01 .
The errors here are crude estimates based on comparing how the numbers change when compared to the second fit. Further the parameter g = c 1 is clearly -dependent. The main conclusion that we can draw from the Monte Carlo simulations is that the asymptotic behaviour of a (n) is consistent with the following form:
where µ = 10.42 ± 0.01 is an -independent constant and A = e c 2 and g are -dependent constants.
We still need to estimate A or equivalently the constant α 3 as it does not appear in the fits based on Eq. (19). We need explicit values for a (n) -this is something we indirectly determine using our estimates for N ± (n) combined with Eq. (16) with n 0 chosen to be the largest possible value appearing in our explicit enumeration given in Table 3 . We fit to the formula
with the values of c 0 , g and ε determined by Fit 3. We use small values of n ∈ [max(10, 3 ), 3 + 100] as it is here that this term contributes significantly and statistical errors are small. 
Series analysis of partition-type series
Much of the pre-existing work on methods to extract the asymptotic form of coefficients numerically from a finite number of coefficients assumes the form a n ∼ const.µ n n g , with corresponding generating function
Many problems in enumerative combinatorics and statistical mechanics have such singularities. Methods for the analysis of coefficients in order to estimate the growth constant µ, the exponent g and the amplitude, given by the constant premultiplier have been well-developed over the past few decades, and are discussed in [13] . In contrast, for the type of asymptotics associated with plane partitions and related series, the literature is very scant indeed. Accordingly, we first take a known problem, the asymptotics of plane partitions, and develop appropriate methods of series analysis. We then apply these methods to the problem at hand, the square-ice analogue of plane partitions.
Analysis of plane-partition series
The generating function of plane partitions, due to MacMahon [2] , is well-known and is given by
The asymptotics are also well-studied, and are given by [9, 10] = −0.694444 · · · , and c 2 = −1.4631 · · · . It is straightforward to generate as many terms as required from the generating function. We have chosen to generate 200 terms, and investigate the assumed formp n = n −2/3 log p n ∼ c 0 + c 1 log n n α + c 2 n α , with higher order terms neglected. That is to say, we assume ignorance of the exponent α, and set out to estimate its value.
Forming first-differences, so that
then a plot of s n against log n n (1+α) should be linear for the "correct" choice of α and n sufficiently large. This is not a particularly sensitive test, but one might expect to establish if α is closer to 1 or to zero. In Figure 8 we show such a plot for three values of α. For α = 1, shown at left, the plot is slightly convex, while the right-most plot, corresponding to α = 0.5 is significantly concave, while the central plot, corresponding to α = 0.75 is essentially linear. The correct value of α is of course 2/3 in this case.
An alternative way to estimate α is to plot log sn log n against log n. This should have gradient −(1 + α). This plot (not shown) is indeed visually linear. If one calculates the local gradient, defined as the gradient of successive pairs of points, one sees a steady variation with n. This local gradient is plotted against n −2/3 in the left-most plot in figure 9 . It is clear that this is extrapolating to a value around −1.68 as n → ∞, which is quite close to the known exact value −5/3.
Assuming we have found the value of α correctly to be 2/3, we are now in a position to estimate the constants appearing in the asymptotic expression (23). We fit successive triples of terms {p n−2 ,p n ,p n+2 } in order to estimate the constants {c 0 (n), c 1 (n), c 2 (n)}. (Alternate terms are used to reduce an odd-even effect that would otherwise cause oscillatory estimates). We show the estimates of these constants, plotted against n −4/3 , n −2/3 and n −1/3 respectively in figures 9 and 10 below. The estimates of c 0 are clearly going to a value around 2.0095, which is very close to the exact value. The estimates of c 1 appear to be going to a limit around −0.695, in good agreement with the known exact value, −0.69444 · · · . The estimate for c 2 ≈ −1.436 which is comparable to the known value of c 2 = −1.4631 · · · ,.
We have repeated the above analysis with an additional term c 3 /n 1/3 in (23), and the estimators of c 3 are clearly going to a value close to 0, consistent with the absence of such a term.
Analysis of square-ice series
We now repeat the above analysis for the sequence a 1 (n) which is known exactly for n ≤ 60. We have recently developed a numerical technique that allows one to approximately extend a given series by several coefficients, with a level of precision that is good enough for this type of graphical analysis, see [14] . In this way we have extended the series by 10 further terms, and these are quoted in Table 1 alongside the estimates from the Monte Carlo simulations.
As in the preceding case, we first form the sequencẽ p n = n −2/3 log a 1 (n) ∼ c 0 + c 1 log n n α + c 2 n α , with higher order terms neglected, and we calculate the first-differences, s n =p n − p n−1 and plot s n against log n n (1+α) . We show the results in Figure 11 , again for three values of α. The situation is exactly the same as for plane partitions. For α = 1, shown at left, the plot is slightly convex, while the right-most plot, corresponding to α = 0.5 is significantly concave, while the central plot, corresponding to α = 0.75 is essentially linear. This suggests that the correct value of α is also 2/3 in this case.
Estimating α by plotting log sn log n against log n again gives a visually linear plot. More interesting is the plot of the local gradient, and this is shown plotted against 1/n 2/3 in Figure 11 . This appears to extrapolate to a value around −1.68 as n → ∞, just as for plane partitions, which again suggests that the correct exact value should be −5/3.
Assuming we have found the value of α correctly to be 2/3, we are now in a position to attempt to estimate the constants appearing in the asymptotic expression (23). As for the case with plane partitions, we fit successive triples of terms {p n+2 ,p n ,p n+2 } in order to estimate the constants {c 0 (n), c 1 (n), c 2 (n)}. We show the estimates of these constants, plotted against suitable powers of n, {n These results are entirely consistent with, though less accurate than, the Monte Carlo estimates obtained from the third fit, which assumes c 3 is zero (that is, there is no term O(n −1/3 ) in Eq. (23)).
4.3 Behaviour of a (n) for > 1.
From our Monte Carlo work we concluded in Eq. (21) that for n
where A and g are -dependent, while µ is not. For this investigation we can make the weaker assumption that the exponent 2/3 can be positive exponent θ, as we will eliminate this dominant term. While our series analysis is not accurate enough to give a good estimate of g directly (as shown above), we instead focus on g − g 1 . One hasâ
and so the exponentĝ = g − g 1 can be estimated from the ratios of successive termsâ (n). That is to say,
n sf(n) mc 1 (n) % error mc 1 (n) 61 5.08349035674 × 10 13 Table 1 : Comparing the series estimates, sf 1 (n), with the Monte Carlo estimates, mc 1 (n), for a 1 (n). The differences of the two estimates are consistently lower than the error in column 3 by an order of magnitude.
So a plot of r (n) against 1/n should be linear, with slopeĝ , and with ordinate 1 as n → ∞. We show in Figure 14 the ratios r (n) plotted against 1/n for = 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 reading from top to bottom. It can be seen that these ratio plots are behaving as expected, but with a small amount of curvature due to the effect of unknown higher-order terms in (25). We attempt to accommodate these by calculating the local gradient
In fact, it appears empirically that the term o(1) can be replaced by O(1/n), as plots ofĝ (n) against 1/n appear to be essentially linear. In this way we estimate g ≈ 0.0, 0.058, 0.17, 0.37, 0.64 for = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively. These differences lie somewhere between those obtained from fit 2 and fit 3 in our Monte Carlo analysis. Note that for > 3, we do not have exact numbers for n > 3 , so the above analysis can be taken seriously only for ≤ 3. As the series analysis is independent of any assumptions except the form (21), we might expect series analysis to be more accurate for this parameter. vs n 1/3 for = 1, . . . , 6. The three fits are plotted with fit1 in black, fit2 in green, fit3 in blue and red for the Monte Carlo data. The fits should work only for n 1/3 > and the fits differ when n 1/3 < . Figure 13 : Plot of c 1 (n) and c 2 (n) against n −2/3 (resp. n −1/3 ) for the square ice series. Figure 14 : Plot of ratios r (n) against 1/n for = 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 reading from top to bottom.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have addressed several aspects of the square-ice analogue of plane partitions. Our exact enumerations have non-trivially extended the numbers provided by Young. As expected, the asymptotic behaviour is similar to that of plane partitions. We showed this by establishing the leading asymptotic behaviour and then using Monte Carlo simulations to provide evidence for behaviour of the form given in Eq. (21). The lack of a generating function makes it an ideal testing ground for the series extension methods that one of us (AG) has developed. In this context, our Monte Carlo simulations provide an independent check on the method.
The exact data as well as our Monte Carlo simulations clearly indicate that for n > 1 and > , one has a (n) > a (n). However, we have not proved this statement and will leave it as an open conjecture. Conjecture 2.2 also remains open and suggests the existence of a new statistic that might enable one to prove the conjecture. Of course, it remains to be seen if one can find explicit formulae for the generating functions for a (n).n B A class of restricted plane partitions A plane partition is an array of non-negative integers h i,j that are weakly decreasing along both rows and columns i.e., h i+i,j ≤ h i,j and h i,j+1 ≤ h i,j for all i, j ≥ 1 .
The volume of a plane partition is defined to be the sum of all entries in the array i.,e. i,j h i,j and let p 2 (n) denote the number of plane partitions with volume n. Let pr(n) denote the subset of plane partitions where one imposes the stronger condition h i+i,j = h i,j − e and h i,j+1 = h i,j − e for all i, j ≥ 1 , It is easy to see that pr(n) < p 2 (n) for n > 1 .
We also have for n 1 that log a 1 (n) < 4 log pr(n/4).
We thus have log pr 
We thus obtain the asymptotic bound as n → ∞: 1 4 1/3 n −2/3 log a 1 (n) < n −2/3 log pr(n) < n −2/3 log p 2 (n) ,
or equivalently c 0 4 1/3 < n −2/3 log pr(n) < 
Our estimate of c 0 ≈ 2.344 thus enables us to set a lower bound for the asymptotic behaviour of pr(n).
